FIRE PROTECTION SIGN TEMPLATES

Fire Department Connection Sign (FDC)

The Fire Department Connection Sign (FDC) will consist of 6 inch high, 1 inch letter stroke red reflective letters on a white background, and shall be permanently attached in a visible location approved by the Fire Marshal.

Fire Sprinkler Riser Room Sign / Label

The Sprinkler Room sign / label will consist of 2 inch high, 0.5 inch letter stroke red reflective letters on a white background, and shall be permanently attached to the exterior of the door of the Sprinkler Riser Room, at normal eye level.

Fire Alarm Control Panel Sign / Label

The Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) sign / label will consist of 2 inch high, 0.5 inch letter stroke red reflective letters on a white background and shall be permanently attached to the exterior of the door of the room containing the Fire Alarm Control Panel, at normal eye level.

NOTE:

Fire Sprinkler and Fire Alarm Control Panel Rooms with access from only the interior of the structure may be signed / labeled so as not to detract from the interior décor, providing the letters are a minimum of 1 inch and of a contrasting color to the background, as approved by the Fire Marshal.

Other signs / labels may be required for rooms or areas of a structure. When required, these signs / labels shall meet the same requirements as set forth above.
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